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Kati Kelo is a facilitator of change, 
magic and expansion of consciousness. 
She helps women and soulpreneurs to 
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a bigger positive influence in the world 
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Let's create an unique image for your soul business 
creations that magnetically attracts people and 

looks and feel as powerful as your message.

Magical GODDESS

Conscious Branding

If your answer to all these questions is yes, please check 
out Magical Goddess's new Conscious Branding website 
and let's see how I can serve you and your business to 

become a powerful & hot selling brand. 

Do you want to attract more clients?

Do you want to build credibility & sustainable success?

Do you want to make more money with your business?

Do you want to learn how to be magic with your business?

creating a business 

from your joy 
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Men, beautiful men. Where would we be without 
you. What would this world be without your brave ad-
venturous hearts willing to explore, discover and cre-
ate new dimensions for all of us. Where would we be 
without your kindness and willingness to take actions 
that truly change the world. Where would we be with-
out your strong safe arms that protect us from the wild 
beasts. There have surely been some great men in the 
history. Men that have changed the world in good and 
in bad. We could say that the world has mostly been 
dominated by men, simply because they have been 
physically stronger. There is no denying the fact that 
it is still very much the case for the most parts of the 
world. We who live in freedom, just are unaware of the 
reality of the things going on for the most of the world. 
We might live in our little bubble of gender equality, 
but globally we are just in the beginning of creation of 
wholeness on this planet. That is why we are in need 
for those brave men who are willing to see the possi-
bilities of greater balance and harmony, to step up and 
show up for all of us humans. There will be no peace, 
nor harmony on this planet if we keep separating each 
other by any means, and one of the greatest separa-
tion we have bought is our gender. We as humans are 
not able to use or rise to our full potential as long as we 
are separating parts of us. There is no escape when the 
weakest link breaks. 

The change is always happening within. We change 
to world by discovering the balance from within. When 
we reach the inner balance and harmony, we automati-
cally function and create from that harmony. One of 

the jobs of any man in these times is to seek for that 
balance, to open their eyes to that separation from 
within and let go of it. To let go of what it has meant 
to be a man, what it has meant to be in power, what-
ever it is that this world has been feeding you with. 
What would the the fullest potential of an awakend 
man mean for you? What would you use your strenght 
and courage for? What would you explore? How would 
you be the divine masculine contributor in the world? 
What kind of superhero would you be? What would 
you protect and how would you lead? 

What if the greatest superhero would be the one 
who recognised, accepted and protected the innocent 
within. That true brave heart that never stopped shin-
ing it's love and kindness, even when the rest of the 
world told it should be hidden away. What if the hero's 
gratest quest is to concure the fear of total vulnerabil-
ity. Total surrender to the powerlessness of facing the 
unresolved mystery of life, the unresolved mystery of 
the woman. What if the greatest gift of the adventure 
is to never stop being on one? What if all that force 
that is used to tame the world around, lock it up and 
make it serve us would be used as it was meant to be 
used, never coming to a conclusion? Never having the 
need to set boundaries, but always expanding beyond? 
What if the safe womb of the mother, the adoration of 
the lover, the hero is looking for is right within. What 
if he never needed to save anyone but himself from 
the illusion of powerlessness? What if he never need-
ed force to create the kingdom he desires, what if that 
kindgom would fall under his feet at that moment he 

stopped trying and surrendered to the whole, that is 
greater than any man. We are born from the union, 
there is no way for us to create life alone. What if that 
union was respected acknowledged and appriciated 
within each of us? We will never stop fighting, men 
will never stop fighting until they realize that the en-
emy is always within. 

I'm asking you all the male readers? What are you 
separating yourself from? Who are you fighting with? 
What is the enemy within you? Where are you trying 
to be something, you think you should be more or less 
of? Where do you feel that you are not good enough? 
For whom are you trying to be good enough for? 
Who's reality are you creating from? 

Are you willing to step into your power and em-
brace the one that has not been loved, that has not 
been able to express the truth of himself? Are you will-
ing to rise beyond the past generations of men and re-
ally feel what it is like to own your power in it's total 
vulnenaribilty? Are you willing to be the superhero of 
our times? Are you willing to create a new generation 
of men cabable of rising to it's fullest potential? Are 
you willing to create the kingdom of heaven on earth, 
together with us Goddesses? 

Will you stop looking around to see what the  
"Alpha" male is doing? Will you stop looking around for 
references of what you should be like as a man? Will 
you stop defining you and what being a man means to 
you through other men? Would you be willing to step 

outside the pack and be the lone wolf if needed? Will 
you trust that you have the power to create your own 
pack. What and how much are you willing to be and re-
ceive for you? Will you step into that authentic mascu-
line ability to lead in your own way, in your own rules, 
respecting all the weirdness of you, that is not meant 
to fit in anywhere in the past, but to be the creator of 
something new. Are you willing to embrace the femi-
nine within? Are you willing to take the real adventure 
to ever unfolding unknown? Are you willing to bear 
the uncertainty, trusting that the Universe does have 
your back, even if it meant being different, extraordi-
nary and out of your control? 

Are you willing to let go of the old masculine 
dreams of showing off your power, by attaining your 
fortune and a perfect Goddess as an accessory and a 
sign of your success, you can then be flashing around 
for the less fortunate, just to hide the deep inadequa-
cy you are not brave enough to face? Are you willing 
to open your heart up to love that knows no shape or 
form, but would gift you everything you truly desire? 
Are you willing to receive that what you truly desire? 
Are you willing to create your true riches, that can never 
be taken away from you? What would that be for you?

The Goddess is with you and willing to surrender as 
much as you are, to something greater that has ever 
been here before. I love you. I'm with you.

You are amazing, just the way you are,
Kati

Do you wish to create more magic in your life?  
Subscribe MG and JOIN MAGICAL GODDESS MAGIC QUEST 
facebook group @ www.magical-goddess.com 

Subscribe MAGICAL GODDESS and get a FREE ebook  
on GODDESS MAGIC! SUBSCRIBE @ www.magical-goddess.com

�e Secrets of

 

GODDESS    

MAGIC

by Kati Kelo

FREE ebook 
on MAGIC! ARE YOU WILLING 

TO be the true  
heroes of our times?

MEN
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What would you choose for you,
if you had 10 seconds to live?
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4 Random Untruths 

About Men
Men are less sensitive than women.

Just because you can't often see a man bursting into tears in public doesn't 
mean they are any less senstive than women. Men do have feelings and they 
can be very intense specially if they have learned to hold it all in. It often takes 
a much longer time for a man to recover from a heart ache than a woman.

Men don't have as much insecurieties 

about their bodies as women.

Yeah right. Just think of all the fierce regimes, extreme diets, supplements, 
100 different types of filtered water, etc. Those things were not invented by 
women. There is a war going on between many men and their bodies. Being 
rejected a lot more often than women doesn't help a man to be more confident 
with his body. 

Men are not AS romantic AS WOMEN, 

and definitely not looking for the one. 

On the contrary, men are often more driven to find the ultimate Goddess, than 
most women are their prince charming. Unfortunately, the quest can be a lot 
more difficult than expected, and possibly beacuse of it, they often fail. But the 
positive is, that they never stop dreaming, or trying.

Men have easier relationships with each 

other than women with their friends. 

Yes possibly with their superficial pack, but when it comes to close and 
intimate relations things can be very dramatic between two buddies and in 
some cases lead to years of unforgiveness. Men don't often have that many 
true close friends, so losing one can be a tough space.

We are not really that different are we? 

We all are either running away from our mother or towards her in our own 
ways. And what else could we be choosing beyond our mothers?

Kati Kelo 

MG   2/2017
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learned to take inspired actions, speaking up for 
myself, express myself clearly, set healthy bound-
aries, explore, take new risks and say yes to change 
and new exciting opportunities and adventures that 
made me feel alive and expansive. At the same time 
I see the importance of allowing myself to be gentle, 
kind and understanding towards myself and to have 
compassion with the part of myself that was scared, 
felt unloved, resistant and unloved. And also to be 
able to ask for support and help when needed.  

I also have to face challenges when it comes to 
expressing the powerful masculine energy in healthy, 
healing ways so frustration, anger and other strong 
emotions could be used in higher more constructive 
ways to transform and heal myself and the world. 

Asking for and being willing to receive sup-
port is another important theme. I believe many 

man struggle with this challenge and we need the 
loving support of the divine Goddesses to feel fully 
supported, thrive, expand and open our hearts even 
more in compassion, self-love, acceptance. We need 
to be accepted just as we are and the way we look. I 
also think we focus too much on body image instead 
of the quality of our soul, that is already whole, beau-
tiful and loving. 

The divine feminine can be a mystery. What 
does the feminine want for the masculine? What 
does the Goddess want from a God? I would love 
to find out as I think most men would? So beloved 
Goddess don't hesitate telling a man what you 
want, need, like and appreciate most about him 
so that the divine masculine/God can become one 
with the divine feminine/Goddess so that we can 
co-create a more beautiful, alive, loving and bliss-
ful world together. 

The Beauty of Space

What does it mean to be a man? To fully embrace 
the Divine masculine? What are the many challeng-
es, learnings, insights and rewards that comes with 
growing fully into a man?  

The masculine is often associated with do-
ing, striving and taking action, which has been a 
dominant theme in society and in most of my ear-
lier years. 

So one of the challenges I faced in order to reach 
inner balance was to allow myself to relax without 
having to do or prove anything special. To relax into  
a strong, healthy masculine holding a loving and 
healing space being with a woman. Without feeling 
the need to compete, strive or make something ex-
traordinary happen. Simply allowing myself to stay 
open, curious and relaxed in every new moment. 
Learning to take long, slow deep breaths, drop my 

mind and relax into the body so I could hold this 
nurturing and transforming safe and healing space 
for the women in my life. This was a huge challenge 
and still is although I feel more comfortable in my 
body most of the times and more relaxed just being; 
more loving and accepting of myself and others. 

Another challenge and insight on the journey 
was discovering the transformative power of vulner-
ability and to embracing and welcoming the divine 
inner feminine in order to feel whole, balanced and 
at peace. With this comes the challenge to show emo-
tions and my more soft, nurturing side. It is very 
healing for a man to cry and I feel more whole and at 
peace every time I allow myself a good liberating cry. 

I now see that all the fears I have had to go 
through helped me diving deeper into myself in 
order to trust myself and my divine masculine. I 

Embracing 
&Healing 
the Divine 
Masculine

– Challenges, opportunities 
   and insights on the journey.

FREDRIK GRÖNQVIST

ABOUT FREDRIC GRÖNQVIST 
I work as a spiritual life coach, angel therapist and 
wellness coach in Sweden. I offer coaching and readings 
through skype and email. My mission is to help people live 
happy and joyful lives with open hearts and to help them 
deepen their contact with the Divine. I warmly welcome 
you to contact me: www.mindyourheart.webnode.se

MG   2/2017
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Is your frequency 

adding peace to the world?
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that’s the best decision, but support your ability 
to make the one that’s right for you and will be 
here no matter what the outcome is”.

Let them fail. Unless they experience failure, 
along with the unconditional support and love 
you still give them, failure becomes something to 
fear rather than to expect and know that they can 
still move forward.

Teach the difference between empower-

ment and entitlement. To quote the movie 
Spiderman – “With great power, comes great  
responsibility”.  

Empowering the males in our lives to be 
confident that they can (and do) make good de-
cisions, that they are capable of being strong 
and soft, and that they (just like women) can do 
more than what has been traditionally accepted 
in our society allows them to be the best ver-

sion of themselves possible. It’s amazing what 
they can and will achieve when they come from 
a place of empowerment, and here is where all 
of society benefits.

An empowered man will stand up for what he 
believes is right. If it’s within his ability he will 
stop a situation where he sees someone else be-
ing mistreated. These are the type of people we 
need in our lives & society to help create the 
world we all want to live in.  

Empowering the men in your life can lead to 
an increase in joy & happiness and is a beautiful 
thing to see. If we want to create a world where 
people empower each other, and I assume you do 
since you’re reading this magazine, where better 
to start than with ourselves and in our homes?

14

If we want our society to move forward 
towards empowering ALL of humanity we must 
we must include our boys and men rather than 
assuming that they already empowered.

I am blessed to have two amazing males in 
my life; a wonderful husband of 21 years, and a 
15-year-old son. They make my life richer, more 
diverse and have gifted me with the ability to 
view life differently than what I had grown up 
with while mostly being raised by a single mom 
with three girls.  

Over the years I have observed that, just 
like women, there are unrealistic expectations 
put upon males to look, act and “be” a certain 
way. While I was prepared to have discussions 
about healthy body image with our daughter, I 
was completely surprised that my son needed it 
as well and this was an important lesson for me.

Throughout the years, here are some 

keys I have found in empowering the 

males in my life.

Listen. When given the opportunity males 
will share their hopes, dreams and fears and  
it’s our honor to be able to listen when they do. 

Be open and understanding and listen – There’s 
a saying that we have one mouth and two ears 
for a reason.  

Be a safe-haven - when they know they can lit-
erally tell you anything, they will.

Believe in them. Within each of us is the abil-
ity to do great things, and when you let them 
know that you believe in them it allows them to 
dream big and achieve great things.

Delegate responsibility, without being at-
tached to it being done the way you would do it.  
Different doesn’t mean wrong, and done is bet-
ter than perfect.

Teach them to ask for help. When my son 
was in 3rd grade he was diagnosed with an 
anxiety disorder and ADHD. Over the next 6 
years we consistently taught him to ask his 
teachers for help. Now, as a sophomore, he is 
confident in his ability to seek out the help he 
needs to succeed.  

Encourage and support. This can be a tricky 
one if we don’t really agree with their decision, 
and it’s a fine line to walk, saying “I don’t think 

Written by Sandy Hall, AAS. Herb

Women’s empowerment is a hot topic these days, and for good 
reason. But as a mom and wife I have noticed that resources 
aimed at empowering the men in our lives are much less frequent, 
yet I believe no less important. I believe that the men in our lives 
need to be lifted up and encouraged, supported and appreciated.

Empowering
the mEN in our lives

Sandy Hall is an Integrative Wellness & Life 
coach who focuses on empowering moms to 
create the happy & healthy life (and family) 
of their dreams by breaking free from anxiety 
and depression.  She lives in Mission Viejo, CA 
with her wonderful husband of 21 years, her 15-
year-old son & 11-year-old daughter. Visit www.
sandyhallcoaching.com for more information.

"Be open and understanding 
and listen – There’s a saying 
that we have one mouth and 
two ears for a reason."   
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When his mother was upset he would dis-
tract her, either by entertaining her with his sil-
liness or with his owns needs. Evan shared with 
me that he would emotionally care for his moth-
er; he was always gauging his mother’s emotion-
al moods. Through pleasing her, he was alleviating 
the guilt he felt for his absent father. When he did 
this, he would gain approval from his mom.

One mistake he made was in confusing the ap-
proval he received from her, as proof that she 
was happy. He was diligent to get good grades in 
school or anything else that might bring more 
approval. He became addicted to her approval of 
him and his actions.

Why do you think I’m sharing this story with 
you? Because in my work with men I see a great 

number of men with these two connected issues.
Men that that do not see women as their equals
And secondly men that live with an unhealthy 
need for approval by women.

Here is how I see these two things intersect-
ing. Evan doesn’t see women as his equals, he sees 
them as something that needs to be taken care 
of and protected. In some of the research I have 
done I have found men that do not see women as 
their equals, often see them as needing protec-
tion. This is the term that Evan used; he needed 
to “protect women”. He found it very difficult to do 
business with women, as he was over sensitive to 
their perceived needs. When he does a business 
project with a woman, he shrinks; he doesn’t chal-
lenge them in anyway. He will even undercharge 
as a way to ‘save them’. He will overwork and give 

them free hours and do the best job possible, as 
he feels responsible for their happiness. While he 
is doing this he harbors grudges that he isn’t re-
ceiving enough back from them.He would never 
do or say anything that might upset them, even if 
he knew they were making a bad business move. 

This can really fuck things up, if you see 
someone as not being capable then you are see-
ing them as a victim, something lesser than. 
Have you ever been around a disabled person in 
a wheel chair? Have you noticed thoughts com-
ing up around you needing to treat them a dif-
ferent way? Do you treat them the same as non-
disabled person? When men are in relationship 
and (either consciously or subconsciously) view 
women as victims they cannot treat them fairly.

The need for approval

When a man is in need of approval from his 
woman he is often making decisions based the 
mindset of “will this make her happy”. To put it 
bluntly, when a man needs approval from a wom-
an to feel good about himself, he is basically ask-
ing for mommy’s approval.

Basing our self-worth on external approval 
is never a good idea. When men do this in rela-
tionship it sets up a co-dependent dynamic and 
Evans story is a classic example of a co-depen-
dent relationship. He derives a sense of self-
worth based on how his partner treats him and 
based on how happy he thinks she is. It is not at-
tractive to women when men are in need of ap-
proval; it has a certain needy stink to it. Seeking 

approval from women is the main ingredient for 
“the needy guy” syndrome.

If any of this sounds familiar or resonates 
with you please remember; women do not need to 
coddled, they do not need to be rescued. Women 
would rather hear your truth than receive your in-
authentic care taking.

What women need more than anything from 
men is our loving presence, our deep honoring 
of the beauty and power they carry. A healthy 
relationship must include seeing the other as 
fully capable.

And... Honor yourself by supplying your 
own self-approval. When the need for approv-
al arises, the simple practice of recognizing and 
watching it can precipitate its departure. How 
you react when your need for approval shows up 
is a choice. Self-respect begins with being brave 
enough to recognize your patterns and choosing 
to do something different.

One powerful thing you can do

When you feel the urge to receive approval 
try giving approval. Give yourself the approval 
you seek!

If you notice that you are seeing a woman as weak 
or someone that needs to be rescued or coddled 
STOP! Shift into knowing that women can take 
care of themselves. The practice is to see the pow-
er they carry and do not try to rescue them. See 
them as equals, treat them as equals.

Mama’s Boy
Evan was a mama’s boy growing up; he’ll be the first to admit it. 
As a kid he felt responsible for his Mother’s happiness because 
his father was rarely home. With his father busy at work most 
of the time he took it upon himself to provide the love and 
companionship that his father should have been giving.

" What women need more than 
anything from men is our loving 

presence, our deep honoring of the 
beauty and power they carry. A 

healthy relationship must include 
seeing the other as fully capable."

Zat Baraka

 Zat Baraka is a unique and highly sought after 
teacher, coach and speaker in the men’s personal 
growth and spiritual growth movement. Zat’s 
radical approach empowers men to live high 
performance lives, improving the quality of their 
sex lives, relationships and parenting through 
cutting edge self improvement. 

www.newmasculineprogram.com  
www.zatbaraka.com
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My mother was angry most of the time and I think I 
could feel her pain, but I didn’t know it was hers so  
I was miserable. I was happiest away from home, in 
the countryside around nature. I also enjoyed drawing, 
and it was the only thing I remember getting praise 
for at school. When I proudly presented my picture to 
my parents, with a gold star placed on it, they told me 
“Don’t get too arrogant”.

Despite being a pacifist I decided to join the 
military when it came time to leave school. Partly to 
boost my self-esteem and confidence. Partly due to 
enjoying being out in nature. And partly to become 
a real man. You see, up till this point in my life, I was 
your quintessential wimp, the shy - sensitive nerd, the 
lost little boy who didn’t want to grow up.

On becoming a Royal Marine Commando at age 16 
(I was also one of he smallest), I joined the ranks of the 
elite: the most macho, testosterone gushing, epitome 
of the masculine male in the UK. I also became a 
boxing champion (while staying a pacifist – another 
story of irony). I learned a lot about the psychology 
and social order within the military but I simply didn’t 
fit in. 

Ten years later I left the military. I’d trained 
as a Graphic Designer while in the forces but when (3 
years later) that business – along with my marriage 
– crashed; I found myself in the library where a book 
popped out. It mentioned Spiritual Healing, and I 
thought “Wouldn’t it be wonderful if that worked?!” 

Thus began a new journey, into the feminine aspects  
of BEING magical

Another book got me to question my purpose.  
I decided what I really want to do is “Inspire people 
to get more out of LIFE". While teaching personal 
growth at colleges I noticed not everyone could take 
advantage of the (masculine energy) goal-setting and 
positive thinking I was demonstrating. So off I went, 
my compassion driving me to find new psychological 
tools to help people overcome their blocks. Along the 
way I also found Buddhism, Enlightenment Intensives, 
Remote Viewing, Shamanism, 5 Rhythm dancing and 
a whole bunch of other ways of BEING (where the 
feminine aspects are forefront). 

Meanwhile, one day arriving at work (for a 
charity) to teach Self-Esteem and Confidence Building 
to people with disabilities – and despite it being a 
sunny morning and I enjoy empowering people –  
I was having a panic attack! This was the start of my 
Dark Night of the Soul experiences. Suddenly, I went 
from being “Mr Positive” to being unable to sustain  
a positive thought. There was no way for me to DO  
all the things I felt I should be able to do.

I discovered; once one is affected by one big 
stress, it opens the door to other kinds of stressful 
experiences; such as trauma, curses, entities, spirits, 
aliens, the pain body, emotional armour, etc.; as well as 
everyday causes. I had no choice but to embrace  
my sensitive side once more.

I explored many, many tools to free myself 
from the complex causes of stress, then went on 
many retreats where there is nothing to do and 
nowhere to go but to SURRENDER – connecting 
with my soul and joyfully BEING.

I now find myself in this place where I can use 
my sensitivity and intuition to empower everyday 
people to gain FREEDOM from the stresses I had to 
release from myself. Plus, help them gain the most 
from their powerful subconscious mind and guidance.

It has been a long and arduous journey to 
become a "real man" then through the darkness 

while exploring my sensitivity. But I am now 
on a mission to marry the twin aspects of our 
Divine nature – the power of stillness and 
peace (masculine) and the dance of blissful joy 
(feminine). You are welcome to join me.

Colin Ellis; Best Selling Author; Meditation Teacher 
and Freedom Coach www.colin.coach
Collect the “Truth of You” meditation – FREE for MG 
readers – and deep-dive into your BEING (your true 
nature) while dissolving the blocks to your freedom: 
www.colin.coach/MG/

My Spiritual path has been a rocky one – you might relate to 
that. I cannot remember my childhood. Apparently I cried a 

lot as a child, although I can only remember being told “Stop 
crying or I’ll give you something to cry about!” 

COMMANDO'S 
Surrender to Joy

Colin Ellis

"I was your quintessential 
wimp, the shy - sensitive nerd, 
the lost little boy who didn’t 

want to grow up."
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Be the change
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Me too 

In order to change things we have to become 
aware of what we have created for now and receive 
the gifts of it. Being open an honest about things 
is the beginning of our jurney to freedom.  

I want us to shift our focus from personal to 
collective for a moment, because in truth none of 
shit we are experiencing really belong to us. Hurt 
people hurt people. And in this case we can really 
go back to cave man times. Abuse and surpression 
of women has been going on for as long as we have 
been on this planet as humans and most of us have 
experienced all the shades and sides of it in one 
life or another. And it is not only women who have 
been "the victims" of abuse. There are many men 
out there who have had their share of the sexual 
and psyhological abuse. 

We all have been the surpressors and the 
victims. Weather you believe in past lives or not, 
at least you can admit that the innocent child that 
was born here didn't bring the issues with it. And 
if you can see this for the "victim" to be true, then 
you can also see how the "abuser" once was that 
innocent too. Is he or her less of a victim? I really 
would like us to be able to move the focus from the 

blame and revenge into creating a better future 
for all of us. Let all those who have wronged to be 
taken to the court by the laws, but let us as collec-
tive move on and take more resposibility on what 
we would like to create. I want us to really see the 
collective side of our pain, becacuse it gives us an-
other perspective and takes us away from our ego's 
captivity and victimhood. We are not alone in our 
pain and there is always someone else to whom our 
journey to liberation can be of great contribution.

We can see our lives as an opportunity for 
having certain experiences we can be the trans-
formation for. We can transmute everything into 
the love we truly are. That transformation begins 
to happen as we step out of the judgement of our 
experiences, but become the observers of them. 
When we women embrace the "Magical Goddess" 
that we are, and become that space of uncondi-
tional non-judgmental space of love this world 
requires right now, this world changes. We can all 
practice being that unconditional love for our-
selves and everything around us. We just have to 
connect with our heart space and be present to 
everything like the mother would be for a child in 
pain with no exclusion. 

The gift of forgiveness

A major inceredient to liberation from any 
abuse is forgiveness and this means total forgive-
ness for ourselves, for the guilt, shame and for the 
anger we have been carrying within us. Forgive-
ness has not much to do with the other, but it is 
about us letting go of our past memories and the 
ways it has been controlling us. If we think of this 
life as a series of experiences we have chosen to 
have, then we can also see all the other players 
in our game as a meaningful part of the journey. 
From a divine perspective of our spirit the ones 
that cause us most pain can actually be the great-
est form of service we have assigned for our assis-
tance in the spiritual level. 

There is no right and wrong, good or bad 
when we are able to see beyond our limited per-
ception. Some of us here might have chosen to be 
the villains of these times to serve the larger scale 
of evolution of human. There is never a reason to 
jugde and there is always a reason to see the great-
er implications of something that seems not to 
be right. But it is not for us to judge. It is for us to 
love the shit out of ourselves. 

Hate can only ever create hate, period. 

It is up to us to start loving the children of the 
world and the children within in a deep and pro-
found manner, so that they actually feel safe in 
their kindness and power. What we fear the most 
is actually our own power, and I dare to say, our 
own kindness, because that makes us vulnera-

ble to the abuse. But that is exactly what we are 
called to do, be vulnerable with all of our kind-
ness. Most of us and specially men, just haven't 
yet experienced the true power of forgiveness, 
kindness and love and that does take gourage. 

There is also a sexual awakening taking place 
in the world. We are moving on to the more en-
lightened way of seeing and experiencing sexu-
alness and sexuality. Sexual energy is the ener-
gy of creation and we are being called to awaken 
and move beyond the primitive expressions of it. 
Those who have reached a more awakened space 
with their sexualness are living in an orgasmic, ex-
static flow of creation. From that space it becomes 
impossible to engage into the lower expressions of 
sexuality and control. This is one element we can 
all start elvolving in and become the change for all. 

Our sexual awakening is not a small little 
thing reserved for some "rainbow people", but actu-
ally a vital part of creating a new world. So I do en-
courage everyone to start exploring their own sex-
ualness and giving it the attention it requires. We 
are here to embody the heaven with these bodies. 

Be the loving kindness you truly are for your-
self, for there is no one out there who can love you 
more than you do. I'm with you and we are never 
alone in this journey. Speak up and create a safe 
place for every child to stay open hearted.

With all my Goddess love, 
Kati Kelo

There is a deep healing of the feminine and masculine going on 
in the human collective. As these centuries of old wounds 
of feminine surpression are coming up and out, it brings up 
emotional reaction both in men and women. There is a lot of 
anger, blame, shame, guilt and fear present. We are at a turning 
point forced to face the deepest and darkest of the human 
controlling egoistic, hedonistic nature. "The beast" of us has 
no escape and this time we have a great opportunity to evolve 
beyond the past human history of abuse.

– The gift of forgivness –
FROM MY OWN EXPERIENCE I KNOW,  that sometimes it is not that easy to reach the space 
of forgiveness for ourselves and those who have severly wronged us. To support you I have 

recorded a powerful forgiveness process for all the Magical Goddess readers. You can access 
it by subscribing to Magical Goddess magazine from here: www.magical-goddess.com 

The link for the process will be send to you with the latest magazine.

The pure innocence of our being 
  can never really be damaged.
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Whilst our ego endeavours to convince us that 
it’s external factors that shape our experiences, the 
truth is very different. It’s our inner game that influ-
ences whether we win at life or merely tolerate its 
routine pathways.

In my corporate days of high-flying, high-sal-
aried success, happiness was a just a dream. The 
present moment was simply about surviving each 
day, getting through the stresses and making it to 
the weekend so I could get some ‘down time’. Even 
worse I used to feel that my happiness was deter-
mined by something outside of me; often a person 
or event that needed to happen to give me my Uto-
pian experience. I would hear myself saying, ‘If only 
X happened, then I would be happy.’ ‘Once we have 
done Y, then my life will improve.’

These days my beliefs around happiness have 
changed. Happiness is an inside job. It is us, and 
us alone that drive our well-being and happy expe-
riences. Gallway’s view was that a game of tennis 

or golf could be won or lost way before the player 
stepped out on court. Whilst physical performance 
remains an essential sporting component, there 
is no doubting that the mind interacts significant-
ly with our body to determine the score. It is the 
same with happiness. Our life experiences are di-
rectly influenced by how we think, feel and behave. 
Even neuroscience is supporting how differently our 
brain reacts when we choose relaxation as opposed 
to stress. When we adopt happiness, then mental-
ly and physically our body responds favourably and 
our experiences improve dramatically.

Happiness is in our hands. We have the oppor-
tunity to grasp life’s reigns and calm the frenzied ac-
tivity of our chariot’s steed by choosing happiness 
as a life philosophy and not just as snatched mo-
ment from our annual holiday beach bar. So how is 
this inner game of happiness played and what are 
the rules? Here are three key conditions we need for 
happiness to thrive in this crazy world that stretch-
es us to our limit.

3. Our ability to make decisions is a quality 
we require to survive today’s competitive world 
and we can turn this process to our advantage 
in the inner game of happiness. Making a con-
scious decision to adopt a more grateful approach 
to our morning routine, to practise kindness and 
to choose to see the good in others, all contrib-
ute to a happier state. Decisions are the father 
of all actions and we can determine our life’s ex-
periences by making these consciously, positive-
ly and with happiness at their root. So in three 
small, yet powerful steps, we begin to engage with 
life’s game in a more proactive, and thriving space 
rather than feeling that we’re constantly on the 
back foot. The competition is not with others, it is 
with ourselves and when we stop fighting for sur-
vival, then we can begin to play a healthier game 
and see our happiness rankings increase. When 
we become happier, then everyone and every-
thing around us becomes happier. And so our ex-
perience of life changes immediately and directly, 
with us firmly at the helm.

2. At a deeper level, self-beliefs are critical 
to performance in sport and navigation through 
life. If we are conditioned to believe that we’re not 
good enough or we don’t deserve to be happy, then 
these engrained patterns undermine any happi-
ness intentions. So discovering your self-limiting 
beliefs are key to your inner game of happy as they 
provide the very cornerstones to life’s experiences.
Examine your beliefs and look at their strength or 
toxicity. With a challenging eye, assess how true 
your irrational beliefs are and start the process 
of reprogramming your mind with positive state-
ments about ourselves and your capabilities.

The Inner Game    
of Happiness

If you have read the “Inner Game of..” series by W. Timothy 
Gallway, you might be familiar with the notion that how we 
tackle tennis, golf or work is all about the inner workings of 
the mind and not the club, racket or our boss. 

1. Much of our happiness is dependent upon 
how our inner dialogue sounds. The language we 
use and the conversations we have with ourselves 
drive our behaviours. So if we wake up to a chatter 
about dreading work, the weather or how the chil-
dren’s noise drives us crazy, this immediately sets 
the theme for the day. Raise your awareness about 
how your inner dialogue sounds; what language do 
you use that could trigger a bad start to the day? 
What patterns can you uncover that get you en-
trenched into melancholy and stress? What tone 
do you hear with this internal dialogue? When you 
become more aware of how you talk to yourselves, 
then you can change this dialogue for more nour-
ishing conversations.

Karen is an experienced coach and author of 
‘Awaken your Assertion’, who after years of 
coping with stress and depression, has faced 
her self-doubts and passivity to live her dream.  
She and her husband now travel around 
Europe in their Motorhome, accompanied by 
her mission; to free you from your demons, so 
you too can live the life you deserve.

Karen Davies
Coach, Author and Happiness Practitioner
www.lovemyhappyheart.com

Karen Davies
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Shine Your Light
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Thank you for showing me different possi-
bilities. Thank you for the space that you hold. 
Thank you for being gentlemen when that's re-
quired. Thank you for stepping beyond any roles 
of this reality when that's required. Thank you 
for all deliciousness. Thank you for being brave 
and vulnerable at the same time. Thank you for 
receiving me.

I see you. I see your kindness. 

I see your bravery.  

I see your difference. 

I see you as the gift of you. 
 
We are different.

And I’m so grateful.
 
It’s not easy to be a man in this reality, at 
this time. You are made wrong and guilty of ev-
erything all the time, for what has occurred in 
the past, what is occurring now, and what might 
occur in the future. For choices you didn’t even 
make, things you didn’t do.
 
The history of women and men has not been 
too great so far. It’s been based on mistrust, an-
ger, hate, doubt, desire… All sorts of feelings and 
emotions, decisions and conclusions, wars inside 
communities. History of abuse that has been 
raging on both sides.

There are many men who don’t actually even 
like women, they just like to own and use wom-
en. And there are so many women who don’t ac-
tually like men, they just like to own and use men.
 
It’s like an eternal 

civil war on this planet.

 
What if we just decided to stop this war? You 
and me? Regardless if anyone else chooses it. 
What if we would just choose kindness, kindness 
for yourself and for each other, no matter what?
 
What if there was nothing wrong with being 
a man? Or woman or anything else either. What 
if it’s all a gift of different possibilities? Every-
where where you are different than anyone else, 
whether you’re comparing yourself to women 
or other men, what if all that was where you are 
most brilliant? And the biggest gift to the world? 
 
I have a request to everyone who is reading 
this. Would you be willing to step up? Would you 
be willing to be you, all of you, exactly you? And 
by doing so showing that something else is pos-
sible?
 

MG   2/2017

Thank You 
Note for Men
Thank you to all you men around the world who continue be-

ing that amazing contribution you came here to be. Regardless 

of what the world says about you, regardless of what women say 

about you, regardless of what other men say about you.

Would you be willing to have each others 
back? Would you be willing to not apologize 
for other men, for what they have done or 
been, now or in the past? Would you be will-
ing to give up the hidden guilt? Will you be a 
leader of different possibility?

Can we create a different reality 

on this planet, right now?

What can we all create together now that 
has never existed before? You are much great-
er than you have been made to believe.
 
Are you in to creating a different reality? 
Dr. Dain Heer, a kind, brilliant man has this 
totally amazing, online series of videos where 
he talks with different men about what it is 
like being a man in this world and what else 
is possible. Check out the replays of previ-
ous Return of the Gentleman video hangouts, 
and register for upcoming ones (for free!) at 
http://drdainheer.com/rog/ . My immense grat-
itude to Mr. Dain, a gentleman who always 
chooses what creates more for everyone.
 
 
Gratefully,
Satu
www.satufairytale.com
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Are you tired of waiting to meet Her, longing 
for the magic of Her to fill your life? How can an 
awakened man, a divine God on earth, find, attract, 
and be with his Goddess? You really can find Her 
with a few simple steps.
 

Step One: Celebration

Celebrate your God-self! How does a man 
celebrate his God-self? Start in delighting in the 
everyday, the mundane. The magic of a raindrop, 
green in the spring, the roar of a train. Bring 
this presence into every human interaction 
too-a smile of a person passing you, the check-
out operator, mates at work. This kind of love-
discipline awakens our senses, our presence.
 

Step two: Presence.

One way to bring us into true presence as divinity 
in this human form is through the physical centre 
of the body, known as the Hara in Japanese Martial 
Arts. This is a very important place to move from 
whether this be physical movement, the breath, or 
an expression of love. It resides between the naval 
and the pubic bone. If we practice walking from 
this place, with slightly bent knees, not leaning 
forward nor toppling over backwards we can come 
into greater presence. This also helps us develop our 
Ki, or ‘Universal Life Force Energy’ as we would call 
it in English! Strong extension of Ki brings us into 
strong presence. A present man is a very attractive 
man indeed.
 

Step three: Wholeness

Can you own that you are a wonderful person? Are 
you willing to acknowledge that we are all on this 
path together, Divine, perfect, flawed, beautiful, 
ugly-and in that whole-ness there is a place for 
being fully with that whole picture, in ourselves, and 
in others? Any past behaviour or unkindness toward 
others or yourself is just that- past. How can we BE 
ready to reclaim the Divine in us now? Apparently, 
there is a village that sings a birth-song to infants 
and if that person ever strays from their own truth 
into painful patterns, violence, or crime, the village 
sings it, bringing them home to themselves, to 
their truth, and to community. Do that for yourself. 
Wonderful women will be attracted to the man who 
has taken this responsibility for his own path, his 
life and his journey.
 

Step four: Clarity

Become super, laser clear on the kind of Gorgeous 
Goddess you are looking for, and what kind of 
relationship you would like to have. Do you want 
a girlfriend, are you looking for a life partner? Are 
marriage and/or children on your radar…or not? 
Will she be physically beautiful, beautiful in her 
heart and actions? Will she love to successfully 
climb the corporate ladder and still maintain her 
flow? Will she love baking, children, or walking? 
Will she be a mountain climber? What do you love 
to do? Will she share in these things with you, or 
is that an area of your life you don’t necessarily 
need to share with your partner, you like to practise 
it alone, or with friends?  We say out loud what 
kind of Goddess we want to love, then, relax in 
the knowing that who we need will come into our 
world. She may be the same vision you dreamt up! 
Or possibly the truth of who she is may sway your 
vision for your ideal partner, giving you more love, 
more expansion than you ever dreamt possible!!!
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The Goddess walks across the park, hair all over the place and 
your heart does a jump – she stands in front of you and sees 
an awakened and present God –the rest, is History! 

–Attract your Goddess–
God-self  
Celebrate your

Shannon Ichikawa

"The magic of a raindrop, 
green in the spring, the roar 
of a train."
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Step five: Strategy

Strategize finding and attracting Her, then dating, 
loving and staying with Her. It’s important to know 
all of the places the kind of Goddess you want to 
meet spends time in. After you know what kind of 
person she will be, write a list of all the places she 
may hang out. Do you love tennis? Maybe she’s 
already a member of the local tennis club. Put ‘join 
the tennis club’ on your plan. How can we make 
friends with new people and be truly open to love? 
How many new people can you meet each week? How 
can we fill our hearts with love in interactions, so 
that connections everyday become more meaningful? 
These connections can easily lead to meeting our Love-
so many couples meet through friends. How long 
would you like to be friends before it develops into 
something romantic? Naturally there’s an element 
of trust in the flow of the process here, but it is also 
very useful to know your own desires and boundaries 
around the steps toward Love.
 

Step six: Skill level

Have you got the skills that would aid you in meeting 
new people, dating someone and then moving into a 
successful relationship? What does this mean when it 
comes to dating? Did you have the desire to tell your 
previous partner you loved the curl of hair at the back 
of her neck, but never said it? Those intuitions of love 
may just make love easier this time around, so write 
‘tell my love about my love’ on your plan. Perhaps 
talking to new people is not your strong point. Be 
creative with conversation starters with friends 
and family consciously for two weeks and see what 
interesting new directions your conversations take 
you. Reading is great here, there are many wonderful 
books out there that can really spark up your skills 
when it comes to speaking to, and relating with, 
women. (I can recommend David Deida, as well as 
Katie and Gay Hendricks as great places to start).

Step seven: Physical environment

Take a look at your physical environment, and clear 
the path for new adventures, people and experiences 
to present themselves! The effectiveness of the energy 
flow in your life makes a profound difference. Is your 
home an inviting and comfortable place to invite a 
new friend? Or a wonderful woman? Is a hunch telling 
you your hair is unruly and a cut may make you feel 
good? Do that. Put off exercise as your life is so busy? 
Do that. As you move your body and optimise your 
environment you move your life, this shift of energy 
makes the world of difference!
 

Step eight: Mind

Become a master of your own mental landscape. Have 
you tried to talk to new people before, but suffered 
from rejection, or from simply fear or shyness? It’s so 
frustrating when you know the steps to take, but they 
feel too scary-and rightly so as it’s human nature to 
feel those nerves if you have tried something before 
and suffered knockbacks! There are so many things 
about our beliefs and mental landscape that can 
make or break the depth of connection in personal 
interactions. Find a coach to help you navigate 
through the fears and beliefs that get in the way of 
you going for it with your whole, divine self!!
 
You’re welcome to contact me for a power-packed free 
session around these steps and how they relate to your 
own experience. Here’s to you finding the Goddess 
in your life, loving her, receiving her love back and 
embracing all of that beautiful growth and joy that 
love can bring!
 

Shannon Ichikawa
https://bookme.name/Shannon

"Tell my love about my love"
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OMGOD

There are beautiful, sexy, hot, 
spiritual and single men out there, 
looking for us Goddesses, just as 
much as we might be looking for 

them. One of them is Allan Roberts, 
business coach and a bestselling 
transformative author. Allan loves 

animals and is passionate about 
helping people to live a fulfilled life. 

SEXY, HOT & SPIRITUAL

ALLAN ROBERTS

MG   2/2017
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Who Are You?

Starting with a difficult question, it is easy to 
say who someone else is, but saying who I am is more 
difficult other than saying I am the bloke that lives 
next to my neighbour.

How you see someone will vary depending on your 
own personality, your life experiences, your attitude 
to life, your experience with that person, what you 
have already been told about that person, and many 
other factors.

From my perspective, I am a conscientious, 
hardworking, faithful and independent individual. A 
career in electro-mechanical engineering and a life and 
business coach in later life. I believe in fairness and 
equality, love animals, have a very inquisitive mind, 
always wanting to learn more and help others.

Dec 2009, in the space of 20 minutes I went from 
driving my car to total blindness, and my coaching 
practice crashed. With the aid of ‘Sight Concern’ I 
learnt to touch-type and was introduced to software 
for the blind, back on my computer I started writing. 
Although not a natural writer, 2015 I published a 
personal development book, I co-authored a best seller 
and followed up with a couple of novels.

After three lots of surgery on my eyes (the last 
one Jan 2016) I now have enough basic vision to carry 
on a normal independent life.

I take a very active part in the community as a 
town councellor, a trustee for the local Age UK, and 
involved in several other local voluntary organisations. 
I enjoy, when I am able, to go out giving talks, and 
am presently running a short course at the local high 
school teaching public speaking to the students. I have 
a very positive attitude to life. I refuse to join the moan 
and groan crowd, I take life as it comes and make the 
most of it.

 Are You Single?

Yes, I am single, and have been for around ten years 
after a disastrous marriage. I married because leave 
from the army coincided with her 21st birthday. I 
thought how romantic it would be to get married on 
her birthday. Biggest mistake of my life as we shared 
nothing in common.

 

Do You Dream of Finding The One, Your 

Soulmate or Twin Flame?

I don’t believe there is only one, there are many 
ladies that could be a soulmate, getting to find one is 
the difficulty. They are like pony tails, you know they 
exists but when you turn around to look, they are gone. 
I do dream what it would be like with a soulmate.

Would it be like having a cat or dog sat on your lap, 
wondering how you can make a drink without wanting 
to disturb it?

What is Your Ideal Goddess Like?

Difficult to describe without meeting her first, but 
I am hoping that she is bubbly and full of life, smart 
and witty and can hold an intelligent conversation with 
many interests. A very positive attitude to life and with 
a strong personality and good sense of humour, but 
at the same time kind and caring and an animal lover. 
Less than 5ft 10ins, slim and attractive would be 
a bonus.

I love cooking, although a technician, I cooked for 
the troops in the territorial army for most of 20 years. 
However, with cooking for only myself for the last 
fifteen years, my cooking skills have deteriorated. So, 
I would love someone with a love of cooking.  

What Would A Perfect 

Love Relationship Be For You?

Another hard question, having not been in 
love since I was a teenager. I remember wanting to 
constantly be with a girlfriend I had at the time, 
thinking about her all the time, counting the hours 
until we met.

Someone who would want to spend most of her 
time with me, have generally the same interests, happy 
to hold hands in public and show affection, share our 
highs and our hiccups.

Someone who would be better at answering these 
questions for me.

Is There a Difference  Between 

Men and Women In Love?

Another hard question, I know how I felt when 
I was in love, however, I have never been a woman, 
never worked out how their brains worked, don’t 
think any man has. So, have to give up on this 
question and admit I don’t know.

 What Does Sex and Making Love Mean to You?

More hard questions, my memory doesn’t really 
go back that far. I know it has got something to do 
with the birds and bees, however, I never worked 
out how birds could mate with bees. I am willing to 
take a guess that it is something to do with having 
kids. I don’t want any more kids, but it would be 
lovely to have someone to cuddle up to.

What Do You Love About Yourself The Most?

The little toe on my right foot, I think the rest 
of me has been replaced with spare parts, however, 
I do appear to have retained my original sense 
of humour.

 Is There Anything You Would 

Like to Change or Develop In You?

Not really, that is not saying I am perfect, just 
that I am happy in who I am. However, given the 
chance, I would like to change the order in which the 
numbers appear in my age.

A better memory would also be good, I love 
knowledge and information. I am always taking 
courses and trying to learn. The knowledge sinks in 
OK, it is getting it out again later that appears to be 
the problem.

The body I had in the army was much better than 
the one I have now, although I have no recollection 
of exchanging it for the one I now possess.

 

What Advice Would You Give For The 

Goddesses Looking For the Perfect Love?

Be patient, never rush into a love life. Be visible, be 
where your perfect love could be. Be open, be honest, 
and be trustworthy, never holding secrets from each 
other. Be forgiving, everyone makes some mistakes or 
forgets something. Be ready to give as well as receive, 
sharing is magic. Be ready to help and support. Ask 
questions because you want to know and understand 
your partner, not because you are suspicious. Be 
happy in yourself, love will find you. Most of all, have 
a sense of humour, be fun to be with.

There was a lot of ‘bees’ in this answer, maybe this 
is partly answering what is meant by birds and bees.

Hope I have answered your questions 
satisfactorily. That was a range of difficult questions, 
the hardest subject of all are questions concerning 
females. I had expected easy to answer questions 
like, explain electron theory, how a radio works, 
a photocopier, or a telephone exchange. I think I 
deserve a lovely cup of tea now.

What Turns You On?

A tap on the head, but unfortunately it went 
missing years ago. I ordered a replacement, but 
I appear to be an obsolete model.

What Turns You Off?

Rabbit, rabbit, rabbit.
Life should be 33% me talking, 33% her talking, and 
33% kiss and cuddle. Not 99% rabbiting on and on.

OMGOD
ALLAN ROBERTS

www.roughseasafeharbour.com
FACEBOOK: Rough Seas-Life Coach
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What have you made serious about your life, 

that if you stopped it, you'd be laughing a lot more?
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Have you ever had that thought? I’ve asked it so 
many times, it’s as if my brain has its own sensor scan-
ning for The One in every man! It makes me laugh be-
cause I believe there can be so many men who can qual-
ify as The One. It’s really about the connection, rather 
than searching for a needle in a haystack.

Opening Up To Deeper 
Connection And Intimacy

The Universe comes through and we are given the 
opportunity to connect! Wahoo! My heart soars with 
excitement! My fantasy becomes more of a possibility. 
I’ve been down the road of heartbreak many times, but 
now after an extensive healing journey, my heart was 
open for love again. Here was an opening for love with a 
new man!

“A lady's imagination is very rapid; 
 it jumps from admiration to love, 
 from love to matrimony in a moment.” 

~ Jane Austen, Pride and Prejudice

When things seem to click, there is this easy flow 
of communication. It’s easy to be genuine. It’s easy to 
connect emotionally. It’s easy to talk about pretty much 
anything! In this deep intimate sharing, my heart opens 
(beyond it’s normal openness). I feel love for myself, 
and for the man…because he hears me, feels me and I 
see him as his bigger self, his gracious, loving self. I feel 
heard and understood, important, valued, appreciated, 
special. This is super-sexy! It can really get the fires of 
desire burning hotter! However, in hearing and under-
standing him, it can also be where red flags start show-
ing themselves. Up comes internal conflict between my 
heart opening to love, chemistry and disappointment.

What Happens When Like Turns 
Into Lust Or Want Or Desire?

“Love is an irresistible desire 
  to be irresistibly desired.” 
~ Robert Frost

Did I blow past the red flags? Hell yes! Do you? 
That’s how we end up with the wrong men, sometimes 

the same type of wrong men…not listening to our inner 
guidance. But I liked him. He was charming. I was hav-
ing fun. I didn’t want that to end, even though my inner 
guidance signals were telling me that that we weren’t ide-
ally matched. I had blatantly ignored my red flags…push-
ing aside my inner conflict, telling myself that the benefit 
of the moment outweighed the possible costs. Some-
times you just want to kiss the cute guy! Do you ever go 
back and think, “How did I let that happen?” After I decon-
structed the event, I realized that I had control over what 
happened...in the words I chose, in my facial expresions, 
in the tone of my voice, in my laugh, in the touch of my 
hand… it all said I liked him. He felt it. The relationship 
continued.

Is It Worth It To Fall In Love 
With The Wrong Man?

“I am coming to terms with the fact 
 that loving someone requires a leap of faith, 
 and that a soft landing is never guaranteed.” 
~ Sarah Dessen, The Lullaby

The next morning like a true gentleman, he texted 
me saying “Good Morning Beautiful!” and said what a fun 
evening he’d had. (I love that!!!) My heart opened more. 
I looked forward to hearing from him; a man I knew was 
not the right man for me. Each day that I let it go on, I 
looked forward to seeing his text and to connecting with 
him. I knew if I maintained the flirtation that it would be 
reciprocated and I could envision myself falling for a man 
that was not The One. He was someone who I would even-
tually want to fix, change or trade in. I really didn’t want 
to perpetuate that old pattern.

I could feel my internal conflict building. My heart 
was opening. The chemistry was rising. I was aware that 
my needs would not be fully met in a relationship with 
this man. I knew that if we allowed the relationship to 
progress and become more serious, the lack of fulfillment 
would cause me to eventually leave and I would feel the 
loss, more than if I walked away now. I was no longer will-
ing to shrink myself to fit into a relationship. Some people 
call this loosing themselves. Some call it being codepen-
dent. I’ve acted this one out way too many times to know 
it wasn’t on my dance card. Self-worth tipped the scales.

Results

Goddess in me took over! In a somewhat awkward but 
loving conversation we traded in the possibility of having 
a relationship to not. I feel a small sadness for the loss of 
the potential of love with this new man.

“Accept yourself, love yourself, 
 and keep moving forward. If you want to fly, 
 you have to give up what weighs you down.” 
~ Roy T. Bennett, The Light in the Heart

I did get a lot of positive benefit out of the short-
lived relationship. It opened up an opportunity for me 
to feel attractive, special, wanted and appreciated. I had 
a fun, sweet connection with a charming sexy man. I re-
ceived validation, on several occasions, about how power-
fully I create my own reality. I gained increased clarity and 
healing around my patterns of attraction. I improved the 
connection to my inner guidance and recognized the ben-
efits and costs associated with ignoring my red flags. I had 
the opportunity to lovingly speak my truth and feel heard.

Some have said to me, “There is no wrong man because 
every man opens you up to the next level of yourself.” That’s 
like saying there are no wrong paths, only experience. Be 
aware of the red flags that create an inner conflict that just 
won’t go away. You get to choose what experience you’d 
like to have at any time. Whatever partner you are with, 
if you choose to stay, create a connection that feels good 
to your heart. Choose a connection that creates a mutual 
feeling of safety, acceptance, appreciation, chemistry, ex-
pansive love and peace.

Andie Snyder, LCSW
Love Catalyst
Dating and Relationship Coach
support@findandkeepagreatman
928-451-1643
“You’re about to Discover 5 Secrets for Attracting 
the Man of Your Dreams and Keeping Him Deeply In 
Love with You Forever…”

Visit: https://www.facebook.com/
Findandkeepagreatman/

“Every great love starts 
with a great story...”  
~ Nicholas Sparks, The Notebook

There he was…cute as can be…all I saw was his picture, but I knew I 
wanted to meet him. He was wearing a classy outfit. He had a nice smile. 
I made up this story about him in my head, this fantasy about what he 

would be like and why I wanted to get to know him. I built up this energy 
about our introduction and thought it would be so cool if the Universe 

would bring us together. “What if he was The One?” 

Stories We Make Up
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How do you do that? Well, my Divine 
Goddesses, here are a few secrets to 
help guide you and your man into this 
sacred realm where you can have your 
desires for love, romance and intimacy 
fulfilled:

1.     Show Appreciation and Value:  Lis-
ten to your man’s thoughts, ideas, feel-
ings, what he wants and what he is do-
ing, allow him to answer, listen without 
thinking of what to say next, give him 
time to think of what he wants to say 
next, this allows him to feel valued and 
cared about and special – don’t we all 
want that!

2.     Be Playful:  Allow yourself to flirt, 
be playful, spontaneous and tease your 
man with your sensual side, use physi-
cal touch to communicate with him, 
engage in soft, sensual and pleasur-
able physical touch - this allows him to 
do the chasing, reminds him of what a 
valuable prize you are and leaves your 
man knowing that you are interested, 
that you want and desire him

3.     Give Permission:  Allow your man 
to be unapologetically masculine, with-
out fear of being judged or yelled at as 
well as to feel powerful and desired as a 
man – give him permission to be all of 
his Divine self.

4.     Let go of expectations & go with the 
flow:  When you view the relationship 
as so significant, so intimate, so impor-
tant to your well-being, you create too 
many expectations boxes, walls, blocks 
or obstacles for your man to bump into 
as there is no space for them to fall into 
and participate with you and for him 
to feel like it is his choice to be affec-
tionate, romantic and sensual with you 
– the least meaning you place on it the 
easier it is for him so let go of all expec-
tations and go with the flow

5.     Create Time and Space: Provide 
your man with the time and space 
where you are completely present with 
him, with no distractions, where you 
and he can connect and communicate 
physically, mentally, emotionally and 
spiritually, where he can feel safe to be 
romantic and intimate with you, where 
he can share his feelings, give love and 
affection - stay in the moment and be 
authentic with showing how you feel
There you have it my fellow Goddesses, 
Queens and Divine Feminine, stand in 
your power, be confident and be roman-
tic and sensual with the Divine Mascu-
line, the Kings in your world by com-
municating your feelings of excitement 
and mystery associated with love – 
freely express and allow him to experi-
ence and feel your affection, admiration 
and love for him.  

Divine Masculine

 As I connect with Spirit and ask them to 
guide me in sharing wisdom with you to 
support you in your daily life, I am re-
minded to talk about how the Divine 
Feminine, we as women, the Queens can 
create a safe and sacred space to allow our 
men to provide love, affection, romance, 
intimacy and sensual pleasure.

I would like to invite you to first reflect 
on these questions – What is it that ro-
mance, intimacy and sensuality looks like, 
feels like and sounds like for you from the 
Divine Masculine, our Kings?  Do your ex-
pectations or perceptions of romance, in-
timacy and sensuality from your beautiful 
King match up with what he is able to pro-
vide? Do you provide him with the flex-
ibility to be able to spontaneously show 
you his affection and love?

Given that romance is essentially the feel-
ing of excitement and mystery associ-
ated with love, it is important that you 
allow your Divine Masculine, your God, 
your King, to step into the safe and sa-
cred space where he can be free to express 
his affection, admiration and love for you 
without feeling pressured to do so in a 
particular way.  For all you amazing wom-
en out there, the Queens, the Divine Fem-
inine, I invite you to allow your King, the 
Divine Masculine to be more romantic, 
intimate and sensual with you, by creating 
the right energy around you and provid-
ing him with the opportunity to step into 
this realm with you. 

Men, the Divine Masculine, the Gods and Kings, 
bring colour and joy to the Divine Feminine, the 

Goddesses and Queens of the world. 

Leanne, The Barefoot Medium, Internation-
al Medium, Trance Channel, Psychic Detective, 
Twin Flame Connector, Spiritual Teacher and 
Author is available for Readings, Mentoring, 
Courses, Retreats and much more to reconnect 
you with loved ones who have passed as well as 
provide you with insight, clarity and guidance to 
support you in your everyday life and to mani-
fest all that you need, want and desire in life.  
Contact Leanne www.thebarefootmedium.com.
au or thebarefootmedium@hotmail.com.au

Romance, 
Intimacy & Sensuality

"I invite you to allow 
your King, the Divine 
Masculine to be more 
romantic, intimate and 
sensual with you..."

By Leanne the barefoot medium
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Men You Hold Massive Power

Guys please, I beg of you, stop trying 
to problem solve and resolve interper-
sonal conflicts while off your ratio-
nal power position. Life gets so much 
easier, especially in your love life, when 
you know your ideal place in the mists 
of any emotionally tense or awkward 
situation. So men, for your own sake, 
stay on your home-court-advantage 
playing field!

If I had my greatest wish for men’s 
well-being and empowerment, it would 
be that they master the art of staying 
in their unique power base with pur-
pose. Stay in your lane! Own your play-
ing field!

It Boils Down to This

See, after 20 years listening to 
men’s struggles with life, they all 
seemed to all boil down to men simply 
missing a huge piece to the emotional 
intelligence puzzle. I realized, with my 
female insight, teaching style and heart 
for men, I was uniquely qualified to pro-
vide them this puzzle piece. I came to 
feel ethically compelled to do so.

Once you are awake to the reality 
that men are set up to struggle in this 

way, due to a culture that wasn’t teach-
ing young men anything about this 
yet, you see clearly that someone has 
to step up and provide. When men get 
this piece integrated into their being 
and lifestyle, they take off in their lives 
and model it for other men. Its a Micro 
to Macro thing, it spreads out making 
the world a better place.

Stay In Your Lane, Be Potent

What I have found is that men are 
much more effective and posses mas-
sive healing power when they stay on 
their rational-stability playing field.
Modern men tend to knee jerk over to 
the emotional-processing playing field 
where the feminine rules. They have 
been taught and conditioned to behave 
this way by the culture. We all have a 
masculine and feminine aspect to each 
of us, but it is in our rational-com-
passionate state that we are the most 
constructive when things heat up. 
Rational-Compassion happens in our 
masculine aspect.

Women will always out emote men, 
as it is the super power of the feminine 
in all of us. Female humans are more 
naturally inclined to accessing this part 
of themselves.  Further, we all know 
that emotionally triggered men will 

always be less constructive and cause 
your project set backs.

You are Best on Your 

Rational Playing Field

Don’t go over to their emotional 
playing field, just don’t go! Stay calmly 
centered in your role and purpose by 
offering a grounded, stable presence to 
anchor and center the emotional flow 
of the room and channel it for the good 
of the work, project or realtionship.

Emotional processing is a highly 
valuable asset to have on your team, but 
in order to outsource it to those that are 
better at it than you (generally that will 
be female human beings) you need to 
master the art of offering stability.

This can be done with clarity, which 
naturally accesses a state of relation-
al-compassion.When this stabilizing 
presences is offered to the more gifted 
emotional-processing person will then 
be able as well as, in desire to offer 
their emotional processing, intuitive 
skill set to the highest good of whatev-
er it is you are trying to accomplish.
In other-words, instead of destructive 
and derailing hysterics, the masculine 
presence a man can choose to offer the 
situation has the power to convert that 

Men You have Love Life 
Home Court Advantage.

Learn it. Use it. Be Powerful. Women Want you to.

Michelle Terrell
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all-over energy into something high-
ly constructive that can then serve as 
rocket fuel propelling the situation to-
ward mutually beneficial out comes.

You are a Good Man, 

You just Need Some Support

The good men I have come to know 
through my coaching work, have shown 
up genuinely confused about their place 
in things when emotionally fired up 
situations went down, but had no idea 
this was what was holding them back. 
They  soon discovered all they needed 
was some new knowledge and specific 
support in order to feel into their own 
power to be able to stand in their full-
est potency as a man in the moment. 
Maybe even more importantly, to feel 
great in a sustainable way, after whatev-
er conflict is resolved.

What I found was healthy men simply 
need to be introduced to the concept 
and it hit a raw nerve. Men have told 
me over and over how this knowledge 
has validated so much of what they felt 
was a better way, but were not given 
permission by the current social norms 
to act on it. The last thing decent men 
want to be is a bully or a disrespectful, 
domineering ass, nobody wants that.

 This is Already in Your Heart

I have reassured many men over the 
years that providing highly conscious 
emotional support is a kind and loving 
gift, not a controlling macho jerk thing 
when done with an open heart and a 
strong sense the bigger picture. What 
I am suggesting is that men learn how 

to provide solid river banks to whatever 
river of emotional energy was running 
through their village at any given mo-
ment, especially with women they were 
intimately involved with, rather than 
jumping into the river trying to figure 
the river out or convince it not to be 
such a scary powerful river. 
By being in awe and admiration of 
the rivers natural power to be both de-
structive and nurturing, men can hold 
their own in the face off the raging wa-
ters and fulfill their natural role as the 
provider of the emotionally stabilizing 
rocks of the river bank. He has the po-
tential to both protect his village and 
allow the river to run its natural course. 
In this way, he is thoroughly honoring 
and guiding with respect for the nature 
of things.  Men are in their most whole 
and naturally self sustaining, healthy 
selves when they stay clear about what 
their greatest gift is to give, their stabi-
lizing influence.

The Power is in the Choice

This conscious choice to stay on 
his own playing field as a self contained, 
stable being, naturally feeds the inner 
confidence of men and garners respect, 
influence and loyalty from others. Its 
highly attractive and motivating.

Modern men have lots of social-emo-
tional blocks to mastering and bravely 
offering this powerful emotional guid-
ance system, including social shame 
for seeking out education and person-
al feelings of failure having gotten to 
a certain age and still feeling like you 
haven’t gotten much figured out this 
this area yet.

Adding to men’s anxiety about tak-
ing on this emotional IQ learning curve 
thing, women get very upset with men 
for somehow not having this mastered 
yet and even they don’t know why they 
are upset. This angst in women that is 
rising up now more than ever, and is ex-
actly why men need to learn their great-
est power position isn’t the old domi-
neering way nor over on the feminine 
emotional playing field.  It about stand-
ing in his own well examined authentic 
power, becoming an agent of peace in 
any and all emotionally hyped or tense 
situations.

Women’s Intuitive Nature 

Appreciates Guidance

Women will always be the ones to 
sound the warning bell when a culture, 
tribe or home has become dangerous-
ly out of balance. Wise men don’t re-
act. They listen, respect it for what it is 
and respond calmly. Yes, emotional up-
heaval that feels highly irrational to the 
male sensibility, can be a wild ride way 
to ring the warning bell, but it is our 
natural tribal design to do things this 
way. Why fight nature?

Men that listen to this intuitive 
wisdom are powerful leaders that desire 
to save their village from being flooded, 
and know what power they hold to en-
sure the river offers life giving refresh-
ment and support instead.

Michelle Terrell

What I have found is that men are 
much more effective and posses massive 
healing power when they stay on their 
rational-stability playing field.

Free basic courses for men & women:
Women >>> http://lifebalanceholistics.
com/p/the-love-men-up-project-
online-course-for-women
Men >>> http://lifebalanceholistics.
com/p/free-e-course-for-men-new-
client-application

Michelle Terrell

Relationship Well Being & Sexual Health Coach 
Follow on Facebook:
Life Balance Holistics Wellness Coaching 
E-Course Catalog:
lifebalanceholistics.com
Blogs & Resources:
michelleterrell.com
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What is your secret superpower?
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I clearly recall the moments that led up to this: I 
was experiencing an increasingly strong urge to discover 
the identity of my spirit guide. Previously, I’d been want-
ing to believe I had one, and I was trying to find my pur-
pose in life.

My entire life changed

Before my introduction to Amy, on several occasions I’d 
felt as if someone was touching me on the arm, yet I was 
alone. I had no idea what this was and couldn’t explain 
it. The ‘entity’ – who I later learned was Amy – had also 
been showing of her presence through various readings 
I’d obtained, and I began to see a pattern forming. Signs 
were being shown everywhere. When I found a per-
son offering a ‘Meet Your Guide Reading’, my entire life 
changed.

‘Amy informed me that the work we were about to start 
would focus around channelling’

So, here we are today: Amy and me, spirit and in-
carnate, twin flames, creators of Heart Activation Mu-

sic and Therapy. Together, we stood on the main stage 
at Perth’s Conscious Living Expo in November 2016 
as keynote speaker discussing the topic of ‘Connecting 
with Spirit’ with other consummate professionals. This 
experience could not have occurred without the beauti-
ful bond that is the spirit guide and incarnate connec-
tion, which each of us can activate.

Channelled messages are something I’ve always 
thought would be cool to do. When Amy informed me 
that the work we were about to start would focus around 
channelling, I was excited.

Together, our channelling helps people under-
stand more about themselves and we achieve this result 
in various ways. The first approach we took was to chan-
nel a person’s spirit guide. We then embedded this con-
nection into a crystal, along with their life path through 
direct access to their personal Akashic records. At times, 
the twin flame also connected. As one person described 
it, connection with the spirit guide was an experience 
“in high definition”.

We still use this – our first form of channelling – but it 
has expanded into other avenues. We’ve been channelling 
Archangels, Ascended Masters and Intergalactic connec-
tions into crystals. The idea of channel different planetary 
energies into crystals has now been presented to me and I 
will soon begin experimenting with this.

I’ve also been practising with voice channelling and 
writings with Amy, Archangel Metatron, Archangel Mi-
chael, the Ascended Masters, Spirit Guides, and others.

During the developmental stage of my channelling 
experiences, I had another spirit guide in my ear who pro-
vided a new and exciting concept that would help the in-
carnate (me, in this case) with the work that spirit guides 
do. ‘The information led to the development of the crystal 
Microphone to the Universe, which helps psychics, medi-
ums, channels and scribes with their work’ The informa-
tion presented was astonishing and profound. It led to 
the development of the ‘Microphone to the Universe’ – an 
extraordinary crystal that helps psychics, mediums, chan-
nels and scribes with their work.

The experiences and exploration that Amy and I 
have shared together with this work is truly remarkable, 
and there have been moments when I’ve been in awe with 
what we’re doing together.

Binaural frequencies

One of the greatest life changing creations that we’ve 
made together has been the Heart Activation Music, 
which we launched to the public on 31 July 2015, the 
night of the Blue Moon.

Since the launch, we’ve been helping many people 
and their spirit guides all around the world, including 
ourselves. This work is something we hold special to 
our hearts because the music contains the energies of 
spirit, the consciousness of crystals, binaural frequen-
cies, light codes and the energies of God source. Let us 
now explain what the Heart Activation Music actually 
is and how it works.

Amy and I create this work as a duo. Amy conveys cod-
ed vibrations to add to the sounds being created by me. 
These are messages of light, which help people walk to-
wards the light of consciousness. In other words, we plant 

seeds so that the person can get curious about this and 
then focuses on discovering more for themselves.

During a channel session, commenting about the 
music, Amy said:  “It is called ‘Heart Activation Music’ be-
cause of the physical effects that it has on people. The en-
ergies within the music is filled with unconditional love 
and once this is felt within the heart, the walls that we 
usually have up around our hearts are lowered – and then 
the way can be opened up for many things. Things such 
as helping people living their life purpose, finding their 
twin flame (if they too have incarnated) or a significant 
soul mate, caring for others is another thing that comes 
in when the heart has opened and become activated. The 
music engages life purpose, true love, compassion, walk-
ing a higher path and raising the vibration of the planet.” 
Amy added: “The music itself creates what is called  ‘sa-
cred space’. It raises the vibration of a room and should be 
used in healing practices, and has been helping many with 
channelling that have been included in the experimenta-
tion stages. It also helps the person and their spirit guide 
with healing trauma that is held within the soul level and 
flows through multiple-dimensions. 

The Ascended Masters have advised this has helped 
countless numbers of beings, as the music doesn’t ever 
stop.” On the 12th of October 2016, it was revealed that 
the Ascended Master Lady Nada, whose focus is on heal-
ing, truth, compassion and divine love, has taken great 
interest in the Heart Activation Music. This is because the 
energies in the music are filled with unconditional love.
 
We have been getting wonderful feedback from peo-
ple listening to this music, meditating to it, feeling their 
heart chakras opening. In crystal shops, they’ve witnessed 
all of the crystals activating when the music is played. 
Many more extraordinary experiences reported to me 
support the concept that this is a blessed creation.
“I am so fortunate to be creating it with Amy.”
 
Finally, Amy has always said to other incarnates and 
guides whom we speak with: “If this is what we can create 
with our spirit guide-incarnate bond, what are you able to 
create with yours?”
 
For further information: www.stevennorth.com.au; 
e: steven.north@stevennorth.com.au; m: 0402538684

 By Steven North, musician, therapist, Amy North channel, 
and Heart Activation Music and Therapy founder.

During April 2015 life as I knew it changed with the conscious 
awareness and introduction to my beloved Spirit Guide, Amy North.

Channelling Amy – 
Heart Activation Music
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Photo by Daisy Schenk 

The greatest secret to happy, easy and abun-
dant life is becoming aware of the song of our soul, the 
truth of our being and living consciously on our pur-
pose. When we align with the authentic song of our 
soul, we become magical magnets of "manifestation". 
The clearer our connection with the truth of us is, the 
more focused beams of energy we become and that can 
shape the whole Universe around us with miraculous 
speed to match our natural and most potent frequen-
cy, showing up with all of our deepest desires, even be-
fore we know what they are. 

Think about how much time and energy you are 
spending on trying to fit, or in trying to make more 
money in instead of discovering your authentic being, 
the source of the true riches and freedom of you? 
What would it create for you if you began to ask, what 
is it that I am really here for? And what if that is not a 
destiny to arrive to, but a way of being right now? 

Would you be willing to receive 
money for just being you, or would 
that be too easy for you? 

What is stopping us from living our purpose and 
creating our lives the way we want? In truth we are in-
finite beings capable of creating everything in our lives 
just the way we want, but because we have bought 
the lies about this reality as true and the lies about us 
true, most of us never get to experience the magic we 
could truly be for ourselves and for the whole. This is 
because within we have an ocean of subconscious be-
liefs, and judgements that are actually making all of 

our descisions for us. Think about something you'd 
like to have in your life. Then ask yourself why are 
you not having it right now? What comes up for you? 
Most of us get a big list of stories, a big list of reasons 
why we can't have it. I don't deserve it, I'm not good 
enough, smart enough, or I'm too this or that. And 
that is not the only programming we have running on 
autopilot within our subconsciousness. If you then ask 
what if you did get it all just the way you wanted? Then 
what, what would you be afraid of might happen? We 
will discover another list of reasons why a part of us 
doesn't want the things we think we want at all, be-
cause it will create something we really want to avoid. 

What are we mosty avoiding then? We are avoid-
ing everything that can cause us pain, we are avoiding 
our unpleasant feelings and emotions. In that same 
way we are also truly seeking anything that can gift us 
the pleasure, love and joy we want. To put it in a sim-
pliest possible way, we humans are basing all of our de-
cisions either on fear or on love. You may want to ask 
yourself, how many of your desicions have you made 
or are making in your life based on fear? What would it 
create for you if you begin choosing from love instead? 

Learning to manifest things can be easy, and fun, 
but the greatest reason we don't really want to merely 
manifest more money or the luxuries of life, we think 
we so much desire, is because there is that part of us, 
that is in for the whole ride. That is in for making an 
impact, being the change, making a difference, and 
that part already knows what it actually is that makes 
us happy. Our true happiness and joy doesn't come 
from anything outside of us, it comes from us being 

the contribution we truly can be. Believe it or not, that 
is one of the greatest gifts we are trying to gift to our-
selves in all of our struggles. Us choosing lack is about 
us trying to wake ourselves up into seeking that which 
truly matters and can gift us true happiness and a life 
that is beyond any of our expectations. 

What I have learned on my journey in assisting peo-
ple is that a lot of us can be intimitated by just hearing 
the word purpose, because we automatically tie it with 
some grandiose ideas we have picked up from the world. 
We think that a purpose has to be something so big and 
grand that we instantly go into a space, I can't do it any-
way. We have an another autopilot program running. 

Our purpose is always about us living in our most 
authentic joy in this moment of now, and for some that 
can be being able to fully enjoy being a full time moth-
er or a loving partner to someone, for some it can be 
the ability to accept living as disabled. It is us playing, 
and on the contrary to common belief, the less rules we 
have in our play the more magic it can create. When we 
are playing, just for the sake of playing, we become the 
magic we truly be. Our purpose is most of all a frequen-
cy of being. When we connect and express that, our pur-
pose begins to naturally expand and create through us 
and for us. We are also able to let go of the reasons why 
we think that we can't receive money, if our purpose is 
not some huge mission that requires us to take the cen-
tral stage. Not all of us are the extroverted super stars, 
but that doesn't mean we can't have a luxurious lives 
or whatever it is that we want. Some of us may prefer 
a quiet and slower life in the countryside. It is always a 
matter of choice and letting go of our limited points of 

views about receiving our own infinite being. We are in 
constant space of evolution, and so is our purpose. Our 
purpose is not a destination to arrive into, but a way of 
living and expressing in every moment. We all are the 
super heroes and heroines of our own lives and we have 
a total freedom of choice. We have the whole Universe 
as our resource and we can concsiously create with it 
and for it all. The only thing that is powerful enough to 
separate us from our own good is ourselves and the only 
thing that can reconnect us with all of our good is our-
selves too. And it can be a lot easier, lighter and much 
more fun for all of us. 

When we choose to act from purpose we are con-
nected into an unlimited source and from this space any-
thing becomes possible. That is true success in life, the 
source of all happiness there could ever be in our life. 

Living less than our potential is us 
choosing fear instead of love. 

Would you be willing to start choosing love for all of us?

IF SO, I'm inviting you to play with me. I'm offer-
ing my readers some free complimentary sessions. This 
session will help you to get more clarity and empower 
you on your journey towards the magical being that you 
truly be and also helps you to see what is on your way, 
so that you can start letting go of those past human 
memories. You can book it from right HERE. But, please 
do it right now, since the spaces are limited.

Be the change you came here to be! 
Kati Kelo www. magical-goddess.com

Your Purpose  
Matters 
No life is without a purpose on earth and we are no exception of this. 
Everything is energy and all of us humans have our unique frequency 
of being. We are symphonies of life, different shades of light eager to 
flow and create through these bodies. The level of success, happiness 
and abundance we are currently experiencing is a direct reflection of 
how connected we are with the truth of our being.

Our purpose is not a destination to 
arrive into, but a way of living and 
expressing in every moment.
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2. Let go of all the limiting beliefs 
you have about what it means to 
create, own and run a business. Go 
through every belief and judgment 
you have about business, success, 
money, yourself and release them. 
Shift your focus from doubts on 
questions on how it can be done 
and what else is possible?

3. Be willing to receive everything. 
To create a successful business 
you have to be willing to receive 
everything, all the good, bad and 
the ugly. And most of all, you have 
be willing to receive your own 
brilliance and vulnerability. You have 
to be willing to receive money from 
everyone. The only issues we create 
into our lives are the ones we haven't 
yet received the gift from. 

5. Trust yourself and don't 
listen to doubters. Like it or not, it is 
most likely that your current world 
wants you to fail. Get help and ask 
questions, but only ask those who 
actually know about the things you 
are wanting to create, everyone else is 
wanting you to stay the same and safe 
for them. Trust your own knowing, 
because you are creating something 
that has never been around here 
before. Trust that your success is 
inevitable if you never give up.

Shine your light, Kati Kelo 

4. Be willing to lose everything.
This means that you are continuosly 
willing to lose everything that 
doesn't work for you and choose 
something that does work. You want 
to become an open and aware space, 
willing to change direction according 
to your guidance. There is no failure, 
just attempts to succeed. Everything 
is in the end always working for you.

1. Be inspired & know your why's. 
Have a vision. You need to have a good 
enough reason you can stay 100% 
committed even if things don't go the 
way you planned the first time. 

Ask yourself these two questions: 
What is the worst thing that can happen 
if you give it a go? What is the worst thing 
that can happen if you don't?

When we find our joy and the greater purpose of our lives we 
often require a platform for us to be able to share our gifts with 
the world with more ease. However, starting a business can be an 
intimitating and scary step for many. 

We have so many expectations and beliefs of what it means 
to be an enterpreneur and many of us don't dare to go that far. 
I don't know enough. I don't have what it takes. I'm not good 
with numbers. It would be too complicated. I would have to work 
too hard. I wouldn't be credible. Who would buy from me and 
what could I offer that people would actually be willing to pay 
for?...and the list goes on. However, our business is not outside 
of consciousness and just like with everything else in our lives, 
what matters the most is our consciousness and what space we 
be in creating our business. We are to only ones who can limit the 
success of our business. 

5 STEPS into Creating a Successful 
Business From YOur Joy.creating a business 

from your joy 
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Matt Kahn 

The Beauty Of 

S p a c e

As I tune into the emotional bodies of energetically sensitive 
souls, I am called to highlight the beauty of space as a 
necessary component in our spiritual evolution. Just as the 
secret ingredient in each recipe is the time required for all 
flavors to meld together, the importance of time equally assists 
in the integration of our highest potential, when using it 
wisely to offer ourselves the space we truly need. Whether it 
is space from the roles we play, space from seeking validation 
from others, space from tracking news headlines, space from 
constantly checking in to make sure we are aligned, or even 
space from needing to know where we’re meant to be next. 
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http://www.TrueDivineNature.com

Matt Kahn is the author 
of the best-selling book, 
“Whatever Arises, Love That.”
BOOK is now available: http://www.
TrueDivineNature.com

Whether this emotional forecast confirms 
the rest you have given yourself permission to 
receive, or reminds you of a priority that may 
have fallen by the wayside, the more you abide 
in the beauty of space, the easier it is to embody 
the frequency of heart-centered consciousness 
without getting pulled into the emotional swirls 
that others are healing. In the new spiritual 
paradigm, we don’t have to get sucked into 
the orbit of another people’s pain in order to 
transform their heart through the power of 
empathy, compassion, and love. Instead, we 
give ourselves the time, space, and rest we need 
so when it’s time to engage with others, we are 
vessels of heart-centered consciousness, instead 
of victims of circumstance. As the beauty of space 
is received at a deeper level, this week is a great 
opportunity to: 

Focus on what is whole, right, 
and good about the world in view

Dare to compliment yourself even 
for the smallest successes and victories

Choose to see the innocence of others,
instead of the masks they wear

Create space for creative self-expression

Take the time to laugh as often as possible

Nourish your body as a vessel of awakening 
by getting the rest you need

Face the fear of abandonment and rejection 
by spending alone time with your heart

Ask your inner child how you can best serve 
its needs, instead of trying to make it into 
the experience that you desire 

"Can each fear, worry, 
or concern be a more 
intimate invitation to 
love what arises?"

As we dare to be in tune with today’s 
plan, instead of being mesmerized by life’s 
bigger cosmic picture, we participate in the 
miracle of our own healing journey as our 
personal contribution toward the awakening 
of humanity. One inspired and heartfelt choice 
at a time, the keys to our eternal freedom open 
the gates of heaven and welcome us home from 
the inside out. 

Can you allow your path to be this 
outrageously simple? Are you willing to face 
the inner voices that worry about missing 
something, only to realize the only thing that’s 
missing is the recognition that nothing is 
missing? Can each fear, worry, or concern be a 
more intimate invitation to love what arises?

May the beauty of space be invited into 
your reality to uplift your life into an eternal 
celebration of immaculate grace. 

Many blessings beautiful ones!
Matt Kahn

As the beauty of space is embraced, we allow the 
inner stillness of true serenity to be acknowledged 
as our natural state of being. Oftentimes, when we 
take the time to create a more spacious experience 
for ourselves, we become aware of how much more 
rest we require as we process higher frequencies of 
light throughout our cellular body. While greater 
rest can often inconvenience the ego if not used to 
check out from life, the soul is nourished by rest, 
as it allows the Universe that already knows how to 
heal you to complete your lifelong transformation.  
If you often wonder how much longer this process 
will take, it’s a telltale sign that more rest is required. 

In order to fulfill this request from the 
Universe by offering yourself the beauty of space 
on a more consistent basis, please consider the 
wisdom of the following questions: 

What if you didn’t try to do everything all at once?

What if each day could be dedicated to just doing 
what needs to be done to satisfy this moment  
in time? 

If overwhelmed by bigger projects, can you break 
things down into several tiny action steps to allow 
each day to be one step forward?

What are the addictions and distractions that take 
up time that could be given to creating more 
space and getting more rest?

What if you could focus on your needs instead 
of worrying how others perceive you?

What if no amount of effort can ever make others 
feel validated if they are not whole in themselves?

What if your wholeness is the most essential 
way to energetically and emotionally assist 
others in remembering their true worth?

What if you no longer sacrificed your health 
and well-being for anyone ever again? 

What if the more you rest, the easier it is to see the 
Universe always conspiring in your highest favor?
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Your front door is the doorway to oppor-
tunities, income, improved prosperity, hap-
piness and all manner of good fortune. To 
say that your front door is the front door to 
happiness is no exaggeration.

Making the front door look as attractive 
as possible encourages good feng shui and 
all the benefits that come with it. A crucial 
part of that then is to paint your front door 
with the right door colour for your home’s 
facing direction. To do so, you will need to 
know what direction your door faces by us-
ing a compass and looking from your door 
out toward the street. Once you know that, 
then apply the correct color.

Determining the most auspicious 

color for your front door

It’s important to know that there are 
two ways to go about selecting your front 
door color.

The first is to paint it a harmonious col-
or, which would be the color that the direc-

tion that your door faces. So, for instance, 
north is the direction associated with the 
color blue and black, to represent water. In 
this case, any water colors from pale blue to 
deepest black is appropriate.

But there is another even more impor-
tant color you can paint your front door, 
and that’s the productive color.

Taking an example of the north door, the 
direction of north represents water, so by 
painting it a color related to metal, because 
metal produces water, you will have an even 
more auspicious and helpful front door that 
will enhance your opportunities, income 
and good fortune!

    Feng Shui Color 
for Your Front Door

by Kathryn Weber

There is little more important in your feng shui than your front 
door. Realtors know this. Many times a house sells itself right at the 
front door. If the front door is attractive, the front and curb appeal 
of the home appealing, the house will enjoy good feng shui and the 
occupants will thrive. That’s because your front door is the mouth 

of chi, the point at which energy enters your house.

Pick the Perfect 

NORTH

Harmonized color: Blues, black and purple,  
and all shades related to the water element.
Producing color: Gray, white, metallic  
and anything of the metal element.

NORTHEAST

Harmonized color: Beige, yellow, clay  
and earthen colors related to the earth element.
Producing color:  Red, orange, pink, coral, 
purple and anything fire element.

EAST & SOUTHEAST

Harmonized color: Green and brown colors 
and shades of the wood element, or wood itself.
Producing color: Any colors of the water 
element from blue to black and purple.

SOUTH

Harmonized color: Red, purple, coral, pink, 
fuschia, orange and any colors of the fire element.
Producing color: Wood colors of green and 
brown and anything related to the wood element.

SOUTHWEST

Harmonized color: Beige, yellow, clay and 
earthen colors related to the earth element.
Producing color: Red, orange, pink, coral, 
purple and anything fire element.

WEST & NORTHWEST

Harmonized color: Gray, white, metallic and 
anything of the metal element.
Producing color: Beige, yellow, clay and earthen 
colors related to the earth element.

Here are the eight door facing 
directions and their harmonized and 
producing colors to help you select the 
perfect feng shui colour for your door.

Feng shui expert, Kathryn Weber, writes 
the Red Lotus Letter feng shui e-zine with 
weekly tips and information on using feng shui 
for greater prosperity, happy relationships, 
and a more abundant life. Sign up for her FREE 
4 week e-course, “28 Days to Prosperity” at  
www.redlotusletter.com
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What else is possible?



What else is possible?
What if there was a tool for every problem and issue you have?
What if changing the programs and beliefs you function  
from could be faster than the speed of light?
What if change was much easier than you ever thought?
What if changing the world was much easier than you thought?

When you change yourself you invite the world around you to change too.
What if you already know everything you need to know but have just hidden it somewhere very deep?

Access Consciousness® is a set of practical tools to change  
whatever you would like to change, empowering you to know  
what you know, and to create a more conscious world. 

What if you could stop dreaming  
and instead CREATE the life you desire to live?

Questions? Contact  

Satu - Telecalls, Classes, private sessions in person  
around the world and skype www.satufairytale.com satu@satufairytale.com
Kati - Access Bars & Private Magical Goddess coaching globally: www.magical-goddess.com

Access Bars®
Is there something in your life that you would like to change now,  
fast and sustainably? Would you like to have more ease  
and joy in creating the life you truly know is possible?

Access Bars is a life changing and nurturing body 
process. It is a simple energy process where the 
practitioner gently touches 32 points on the head  to 
release limitations in different areas of your life, like 
body, control, money and creativity to name just a 
few. Access Bars releases your body and mind from 
thoughts, feelings, emotions and judgement that you 
no longer need or want to hold on to, and goes way 
beyond the understanding of the conscious mind.

It is a phenomenal and quick way of accessing 
your subconscious programs, and is like emptying the 
hard disc of your computer of data that takes space 
and makes everything slower. Receiving the Bars gives 
you a great sense of peace and SPACE that opens up 
new possibilities in your life. Access Bars is a very safe 
technique, it does not have any negative side effects 
and it can be done to everyone in every situation, 
including children and pregnant women.

Elimination of aches,  
pains and stiffness of the body
Improved sleep
Reduced stress 
and mind chatter

Increased energy
Getting out of depression
Helping with ADD and ADHD
Losing weight
And even being HAPPY

After a Bars session people  

have reported profound effects on: Are you willing     
     to give it a try?

Find your local practicioner : 
http://www.accessconsciousness.com 
/facilitators.asp

For more information go to www.magical-goddess.com

YOUR LIFE IS YOUR BUSINESS 
Live Your Magic & Shine Your Light

Do you often feel like you don't somehow fit in, stuck living a life 
that is far from what you once envisioned. Even when things should 
be all right, it feels as if a part of you is crying for something greater. 

 
You are not alone. Majority of people are living in a reality someone 

else has chosen for them, instead that of freedom, ease and joy.

But there is a different possibility for you. You can start creating 
your own reality by discovering your own magic and making your 

life your business, right now. 

Let's find out what it is that you are really here for and let go of all 
those excuses that you can't create your riches doing what you love.

For information on how you can live your magic visit:

 www.magical-goddess.com

MAGICAL GODDESS

Be the Change
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THE MAGICAL 
ALPHABETH

 Magical Goddess has   
 chosen the word for F to be 

F U N
How do you use words? Everything 
is energy including the way we speak 
and how we use words. Words have 
the power to create. God(dess) is in 
the little details of our lives. How 
many uplifting words can you come 
up with that begin with the letter F?

I wonder how might you feel after  
doing that for a while? (lol)

HAVE MORE FUN 

What if you made having fun 
one of your greatest priorities 
in your life? I wonder what 
that would create for you?

Really, it is not worth it if you 
are not having fun. How much 
more fun could you add to 
your life, how much fun can 
you have today?

F
MAGICAL    

 GODDESS
– Healing –

Is there something you 
would like to heal in your 

body or your life?

I offer private intuitive 
healing appointments  

for specific issues. 
If you would like to 

know more please book a 
consultation with me from 

the link below.

www.magical-goddess.com

BOOK HERE 
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– Create a Life of Divine Flow –
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LIVE YOUR MAGIC 
Shine Your Light & Be the Change


